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Abstract

Phospholipids having a polyunsaturated acyl chain are abundant in biological membranes, but their behavior in lipid mixtures is difficult to study. Here we elucidate the nature of such mixtures with this report of the first ternary phase diagram containing the polyunsaturated lipid SDPC in mixtures of BSM/SDPC/Chol (brain sphingomyelin/1-stearoyl-2-docosahexaenoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine/cholesterol). These mixtures show coexisting macroscopic liquid-disordered (Ld) and liquid-ordered (Lo) phase separation, with phase boundaries determined by FRET and by fluorescence microscopy imaging of giant unilamellar vesicles (GUVs). Surprisingly, SDPC mixes with BSM/Chol similarly to how DOPC and POPC mix with BSM/Chol. Notably, intermediate states are produced within the Ld + Lo liquid–liquid immiscibility region upon addition of fourth component POPC. These mixtures of BSM/SDPC/POPC/Chol exhibit nanoscopic Ld + Lo domains over a very large volume of composition space, possibly because Ld/Lo line tension is not high.

1. Introduction

Eukaryotic plasma membranes comprise a complex chemical mixture of proteins and lipids [1]. These membranes are both protective barriers, and also participate in a variety of cellular processes including signaling, protein sorting, endocytosis, and virus entry and exit. The thermodynamics of mixing provides a powerful framework for describing such complex mixtures.

The mixtures studied here are ternary lipid bilayer mixtures containing cholesterol and exhibiting phase separation. They can be grouped into two categories [2]: Type II diagrams exhibit macroscopic regions of Ld + Lo and Ld + Lfl + Lo immiscibility, with domains resolved under the light microscope. Type I mixtures seem to have the same phase coexistence regions, but with nanoscopic domains [3]. These systems have liquid–liquid immiscibility regions that might resemble phase separation in real cells [4–9] where domains have been proposed to be in the nanoscopic range between 20 and 200 nm [8,9]. Nanoscopic domains are detected in vivo in plasma membranes by methods that are sensitive to small length scales, such as Forster resonance energy transfer (FRET) [10,11], fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) [12], electron spin resonance (ESR) [13], and stimulated emission depletion (STED) far-field fluorescence nanoscopy [14]. Nanodomains that have Ld and Lo characteristics have been detected with FRET [10] and ESR [12] in live cells. Thus, there is experimental evidence that lipid raft domains, enriched in cholesterol and sphingolipids, together with non-raft domains, are present in plasma membranes [12,15–20].

To date, a number of lipid mixture phase diagrams have been solved [21–29], but none of these lipid mixtures have included polyunsaturated lipids, in large part because of the experimental difficulties in working with polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs). In this study we solve the phase diagram of a ternary mixture containing a PUFA-containing lipid together with two other biologically abundant species, BSM/SDPC/Chol. We also discuss overcoming experimental difficulties in working with PUFAs.

The predominant high-Tm components of the mammalian plasma membrane (PM) are sphingomyelins (SM). We chose to study the natural sphingomyelin derived from porcine brain, BSM. SM, sphingomyelin; PC, phosphatidylcholine; SDPC, 1-stearoyl-2-docosahexaenoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine; DOPC, 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine; Chol, cholesterol; Ld, liquid-disordered phase; Lo, liquid-ordered phase; POPC, 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine; POPE, 1-stearoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphophocholine; FRET, Förster resonance energy transfer; DHE, ergosta-5,7,9(11),22-tetraen-3-β-ol; BSM; LHS, left hand side, refers to left side of phase diagram, i.e. at XBSM; T2, trajectories 1–2. * Corresponding author.
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In the inner leaflet of some animal cell plasma membranes PUFAs comprise up to ~50% of sn-2 fatty acyl chains (http://lipidlibrary.aocs.org/Lipids/complex.html; [19]). In retinal rod outer segment disk membranes DHA comprises ~50% of the total acyl chains, with this high percentage required for optimal rhodopsin function [33,34]. DHA is also found at high concentrations in certain other membranes, including synaptosomes [35] and sperm [36]. The importance of DHA and PUFAs for human health has been well-studied [37–39]. Spectroscopic, computational, and other biophysical methods [40–54] have established significant PUFAs effects on membrane properties. PUFAs seem to have a weaker interaction with cholesterol compared with saturated or mono-unsaturated acyl chains [55]. A relatively low solubility of cholesterol in PUFAs-containing membranes was measured using both X-ray diffraction and solid-state $^1$H NMR [56–64]. It has been proposed [57–59] that DHA could be directly involved in inducing lateral phase separations into DHA-rich/cholesterol-poor and DHA-poor/cholesterol-rich lipid domains.

Despite the abundance and importance of DHA-containing lipids such as SDPC, SDPE (1-stearoyl-2-docosahexaenoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylethanolamine), PDPC (1-palmitoyl-2-docosahexaenoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine), and PDPE (1-palmitoyl-2-docosahexaenoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphatidylethanolamine), very few different PUFAs-containing lipid compositions have been examined. The vast majority of studies conducted on DHA-containing lipids have focused on only a few sample compositions, most commonly 1/1/1 = DHA-containing lipid/SM/Chol [52,53–65]. Here, we show that mixing behavior over all possible compositions of these three-component mixtures, including the key regions of immiscibility, can be described by use of a triangular phase diagram.

Since 1999, GUVs have proven to be useful tools for the visualization of bilayer phases and have been widely used to study phase behavior in model membranes [21–25,66–68]. However, GUVs have their own characteristic limitations. One such limitation is the relatively low compositional resolution of ~5% that can be achieved with this method (but see [69] for higher compositional precision). Also, GUVs are not useful for finding phase boundaries of mixtures with coexisting domains that are much smaller than the wavelength of light, due to the limits of optical resolution. Other GUV limitations are the potential for electrolysis-induced artifacts associated with the electrosessing method, and oxygen- and free radical-induced artifacts [67,68]. These particular problems can be mitigated by forming GUVs by use of “gentle hydration” [9]. Cuvette-based spectroscopic methods such as FRET can be used to establish phase boundaries with few artifacts and with the higher compositional resolution of ~2%, but a large number of samples is required. FRET experiments are cuvette-based, enabling sample preparation by use of rapid solvent exchange (RSE), which minimizes potential lipid demixing, especially of cholesterol, that can occur when lipid mixtures are dried [70]. RSE also has the benefit of convenient maintenance of an inert atmosphere at all stages of sample preparation, minimizing oxygen-induced artifacts that are a significant problem in mixtures with PUFAs-containing lipids.

Biological membrane phase behavior can be modeled rather well by mixtures of four lipids, enabling study of Id + Lo domain size from a few nanometers to many microns, controlled by composition. Why do we care about the switch of domain size from nano to macro? The tens of nanometer scale seems to describe the phase-separated domains in animal cell plasma membranes better than does the micron scale [71–73]. Silvius [74] proposed the presence of nanodomains in a lipid bilayer with compositions mimicking the outer leaflet bilayer. Lipids such as SOPC or POPC, having one saturated sn-1 chain and one mono-unsaturated sn-2 chain, naturally occur as the most abundant phospholipid species in animal cell membranes [19]. Optical microscopy studies on such lipids in ternary mixtures with cholesterol and a high-melting lipid show uniform membranes [21–75], yet other methods indicate the presence of lateral heterogeneity [27,74,75] invisible to optical microscopy imaging. We have previously reported the presence of intermediate states that have so-called modulated phase morphology in the 4-component mixture DSPC/DOPC/POPC/Chol [28,77,78]. Modulated phase morphology occurs when two liquid phases coexist, if the line tension that drives the minimization of domain perimeter is opposed by a long-range interaction such as bending energy of a curved membrane that acts to break up domains [78,79].

We report that the phase diagram of BSM/SDPC/Chol at constant temperature is remarkably similar to phase diagrams having DOPC or POPC instead of SDPC. We also report the existence of modulated phases upon the addition of POPC as a fourth component to BSM/SDPC/Chol, finding that with SDPC-containing mixtures, only a small fraction of POPC results in nanodomains, compared to the much larger fractions of POPC required for nanodomains in DOPC-containing mixtures.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Phospholipids were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL), and cholesterol from Nu Chek Prep (Elysian, MN). Fluorescent dyes C12:0 DiI and BoDIPY-PC were from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA), DHE was from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Lipid stock solutions were prepared in HPLC grade chloroform with lipid concentration determined to better than 1% precision by inorganic phosphate assay [79]. BSM stocks included 0.5% methanol by volume to prevent precipitation during humid weather. Phospholipid purity was verified to be >99% by thin-layer chromatography (TLC) of ~20 μg of lipid on washed and activated Adsorbosil TLC plates (Alltech, Deerfield, IL), developed in the solvent system chloroform/methanol/water = 65/25/4. SDPC stocks were frequently checked for purity using a spectroscopic absorbance method (see Section 2.2 for more details). Cholesterol stocks were prepared analytically and purity checked with TLC in petroleum ether/diethyl ether/chloroform = 7/3/3. Probe extinction coefficients were obtained from lot certificates of analysis: 91,800 M$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$ at 504 nm for BoDIPY-PC and 12,900 M$^{-1}$ cm$^{-1}$ at 324 nm for DHE. Fluorescent dyes were checked for purity with the following solvent systems: BoDIPY-PC in chloroform/methanol/water = 65/25/4; C12:0 DiI in chloroform/methanol = 10/1. Concentrations of fluorescent dyes were measured by absorption spectroscopy using an HP 8452A spectrophotometer (Hewlett-Packard, Palo Alto, CA).

2.2. Control for PUFA lipid breakdown

PUFA breakdown is readily initiated by free-radical formation and subsequent propagation of a chain-reaction that proceeds auto-catalytically [81–84]. Therefore, it is crucial to eliminate or greatly minimize factors such as oxygen, multivalent cations especially iron, and light, which initiate or propagate this breakdown pathway [81–85]. Our experimental protocol produces less than 2% breakdown after all experimental steps, as measured by TLC and a UV spectroscopic assay for lipid breakdown. All physical handling of lipids is performed in an inert atmosphere under low light conditions. All solvents and buffers that come in contact with SDPC were deoxygenated by bubbling with inert gas to carry away dissolved oxygen. A low oxygen atmosphere was achieved by handling SDPC inside a glove box with O$_2$ levels reduced from the atmospheric reading of 18.2% down to the glove box reading of ~0.02%, as measured by an oxygen sensor (OXY-sen oxygen monitor, Alpha Omega Instruments). Minimization of iron ions was achieved by the addition of 50 μM DTPA, efficient in chelating iron [85], to all aqueous solutions in contact with SDPC. SDPC was purchased from Avanti packaged into small aliquots of 2.5 mg per vial, enabling use of a fresh vial for every week of experimental work. Purity of lipid stocks was checked by TLC and UV spectroscopic assay for lipid breakdown. Samples for UV spectroscopic assay were prepared by extracting aqueous lipid suspensions from GUVs using Bligh-Dyer conditions [86]. A mixture of cyclohexane/EtOH = 10/1 was used to re-dissolve the dry
film for spectroscopy. Lipids without conjugated double bonds have a single strong absorption peak at ~200 nm. Breakdown-induced conjugation yields a strong peak at 235 nm. The ratio of peak heights at 235/200 was used to monitor breakdown.

2.2.1. Control for photooxidation and light-induced phase separation

Oxidation and photooxidation, as well as free radical-induced polymerization, are troublesome phenomena to researchers working with model lipid systems. The final stage of light-induced oxidation and free radical-induced polymerization can look identical to real macroscopic Ld + Lo phase separation and can mislead phase determination by fluorescence microscopy [68,69,87]. Light-induced artifacts can happen even in phase-separated mixtures that are inherently nonmiscellaneous. DSPC/POPC/Chol and BSM/POPC/Chol mixtures lack macroscopic Ld + Lo phase separation, yet both mixtures undergo light-induced, artificial, macroscopic domain separation [68,69]. Light-induced phase separation happens during illumination with an optical microscope, and is strongly dependent on concentration of dye [69] or photosensitizer [88] and illumination intensity and time. The kinetics of light-induced domain formation vary from system to system, but unlike real macroscopic phase separation, light-induced artifacts are observed to transition through stages of growing, ripening, and final fusing and rounding to produce artificial light-induced phase separation. See Section S.3 for additional details.

2.3. Terminology

We use the term “trajectory” to mean a series of samples along a specified path of compositions. Trajectories are used to examine the compositional dependence of a measurement such as FRET. We note that the mixtures studied here should be considered pseudo-ternary because we neglect all components of the aqueous buffer. Most important, we neglect water on the basis that its chemical potential is constant at every lipid composition examined because of the presence of excess water. Even so, the water composition of each phase varies over the phase diagram, and we do not measure its fraction in any of the phases.

2.4. FRET, DHE → BoDIPY-PC

A series of trajectories, each with ~70 samples, was prepared in order to locate the boundaries of the Ld + Lo region. The precise location of boundaries was extracted from the features of the DHE → BoDIPY-PC stimulated acceptor emission data, as described [90–92]. We have prepared 9 trajectories of about 70 samples each to locate the upper Ld + Lo boundary. 5 trajectories were made to locate the boundaries for Lo + Vl region. The number of trajectories prepared was dependent on the size of the region and we have used similar logic in selecting locations of the trajectories and data analysis as we already described in detail in ref. [23,90–92].

Samples for FRET measurement were prepared by use of rapid solvent exchange (RSE) to minimize cholesterol de-mixing by rapid removal of chloroform under vacuum and replacement by buffer [70, 90]. 250 nmol total lipid per sample along with dyes were dispensed into 13 mm glass tubes with a 25 µL Hamilton syringe attached to a repeating dispenser (Hamilton USA, Reno, NV). Dye concentrations were 1 mol% for DHE and 0.066 mol% for BoDIPY-PC. Deoxygenated RSE buffer (0.500 mL, 200 mM KCl, 5 mM PIPES, 50 µM DTPA, pH 7.0) was added to the chloroform solution of lipids and dyes. Samples were vortexed under gentle vacuum (~670 mTorr) for 1 min, sealed under argon and placed in a water bath at 48 °C. At each sample preparation step, the temperature was chosen to ensure that all lipids were melted and thus well-mixed during formation of vesicles. For BSM-containing mixtures, 48 °C is above the BSM melting range of 35–45 °C. Samples were cooled at 2 °C/h to 23 °C, then equilibrated at room temperature for 24 h before measurements. 1.90 mL of deoxygenated RSE buffer was added to 0.100 mL of sample to yield 25 µM lipid in the cuvette. Data were collected on a Hitachi F-7000 FL spectrophuorometer (Hitachi High Technologies America, Schaumburg, IL) at ambient temperature of 23 °C, under a gentle stream of argon above the cuvette. Using 2.5 nm bandpass for excitation and emission slits and 10 s integration time, intensity was measured in 4 channels (ex/em): DHE fluorescence (327/393 nm), BoDIPY-PC sensitized emission (327/517 nm), BoDIPY-PC direct fluorescence (500/517 nm), and light scattering (440/430 nm). Control samples were prepared to correct for non-FRET contributions as described previously [28,90] in order to account for direct fluorescence emission from donor and acceptor, and scattering of excitation light by the vesicle suspension.

2.5. GUV imaging

2.5.1. GUV preparation by gentle hydration

The gentle hydration method for making GUVs was first introduced by Reeves and Dowben [93], and significantly modified by Akashi et al. [94]. We describe below some observations and changes made in this procedure that are specifically relevant for phase behavior studies of lipid mixtures. Negatively-charged lipids provide electrostatic repulsion between bilayers, which facilitates formation of GUVs from the layers of lipid film deposited on the walls of a glass tube. Higher temperature and longer equilibration times were avoided to minimize oxidation and free radical chain reactions that degrade PUFA lipids.

2.5.2. GUV preparation by electroswelling

GUVs were also prepared by a modified electroswelling procedure as described [102–106]. Briefly, each sample contained 250 nmol of lipid mixture in 200 µL chloroform, dispersed in an inert atmosphere glove box. Small fractions of fluorescent dyes C12:0 Dil (0.02 mol%) and naphthopyrene (0.07 mol%) were added. A lipid film was created by evenly spreading the chloroform solution onto indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated microscope slides (Delta Technologies, Stillwater, MN) on a hotplate with surface temperature measured to be ~50 °C. After the residual solvent had been removed under vacuum for 2 h at ~50 mTorr, ITO slides were sealed with Buna-N O-rings to create a chamber, which was then filled with deoxygenated 100 mM sucrose containing 50 µM DTPA. The films were held for 2 h at 50 °C in an AC field of 5 Hz, ±1 Vpp, using a Wavelet FG2C function generator (Meterman, Everett, WA) followed by 10 h of cooling to 23 °C using a Digi-sense temperature controller R/S (Cole Palmer, Vernon Hills, IL). GUVs were harvested into deoxygenated 100 mM glucose solution under inert atmosphere, then allowed to settle for 1 h before microscopy observations at 23 °C.

2.6. Fluorescence microscopy

For all gentle hydration experiments, a Nikon Eclipse Ti microscope (Nikon Instruments, Melville, NY) was used for wide-field fluorescence microscopy at 23 °C, using a 60 × 1.2 NA water immersion objective. GUVs prepared by electroswelling sometimes contained naphthopyrene...
at 0.07 mol% as a dye with preferential Lo phase partitioning. Naphthopyrene was not used in samples prepared by gentle hydration in order to minimize light-induced artifacts. Images were taken with an Andor Zyla 5.5-CL3 sCMOS camera (Oxford Instruments, South Windsor, CT). Most GUVs prepared by electrosottering were imaged with a different microscope, a Nikon Diaphot-TMD microscope (Micro Video Instruments Inc., Avon, MA) for wide-field fluorescence microscopy at 23 °C, with a 60 × 1.4 NA oil immersion objective. Images were recorded with a Photometrics charge-coupled device camera CoolSNAP HQ2 (Tucson, Arizona). C12:0 Dil fluorescence was imaged with ex/em 546/585 nm, naphthopyrene with 436/480 nm. Images from GUVs contain a HQ2 (Tucson, Arizona). C12:0 DiI red, and naphthopyrene blue. In order to detect coexisting domains in the GUVs shown in this study with our emphasis on reducing light-induced artifacts, very low dye levels together with short exposure times required image contrast to be increased with NIL Elements Basic Research Software (MVI, Inc.).

2.7. Critical point investigation and percolation map

The critical point of the Ld + Lo region was found by determining the continuous, “percolating” phase as a function of composition to obtain a “percolation map”. Percolation map refers to a set of marked compositions within an area of the phase diagram to discover at which compositions a changeover occurs from Lo being continuous to Ld being continuous (Fig. 2). The Ld + Lo percolation map near the critical point was examined by analyzing ~50–100 GUVs at each composition. The locus of compositions where connectivity in GUVs changes between Ld and Lo was extrapolated to its intersection with the Ld + Lo upper phase boundary, thereby marking the critical point [28]. We note that for compositions in the middle region of the tieline, where the area fractions of Lo and Ld phases are close to equal, the majority of GUVs displayed a single round Ld (or Lo) domain. This is an indication that the samples were well equilibrated, without multiple small kinetically trapped domains. We found that the percolation changeover point occurs where the area fraction of Ld is roughly equal to that of Lo.

3. Results

3.1. FRET, DHE → BoDIPY-PC

We make use of changes in FRET as donor and acceptor dyes partition between coexisting phases. When dyes concentrate within the same phase, their average separation decreases, resulting in a composition region of enhanced efficiency (REE) of FRET. When dyes prefer different phases, the increase in average dye separation leads to a region of reduced efficiency (RRE) of FRET. Here we used the donor/acceptor FRET dye pair DHE/BoDIPY-PC, which partition into Ld and Lo phase, respectively, to generate RREs where Ld and Lo phases coexist. Fig. 1 shows representative FRET trajectories prepared to locate boundaries. Trajectories T1 and T2 were used to locate the boundaries of the coexistence region Ld + Lo (Fig. 1A–C). T1 shows the appearance of Lo at xCHOL = 0.08, ρBSM = 0.22 (LHS), and the appearance of Ld at xCHOL = 0.32, ρBSM = 0.62 (RHS). T2 shows appearance of Lo at xCHOL = 0.12, ρBSM = 0.17 (LHS), and appearance of Ld at xCHOL = 0.35, ρBSM = 0.55 (RHS).

3.2. Microscopy imaging on GUVs

3.2.1. Phases observed on GUVs

BSM/SDPC/Chol shows macroscopic phase coexistence in three regions, Ld + Lo, Ld + Lo + L‡, and Ld + L‡. Fig. 2 shows upper Ld + Lo boundaries determined by the gentle hydration method. Fig. S4 shows representative GUV images used to determine the LHS boundary of the Ld + L‡ region.

3.2.2. Upper boundary determination

The upper BSM/SDPC/Chol boundary terminates at a maximum xCHOL = 0.37, as determined by GUV imaging (Fig. 2) and FRET experiments using the donor/acceptor pair DHE/BoDIPY-PC (data not shown). This maximum cholesterol fraction is slightly lower than the xCHOL = 0.40 found for POPC- or DOPC-containing mixtures at 25 °C, and reflects the slight but unexpectedly higher miscibility of cholesterol with SDPC.

3.4.2.3 region of modulated phase domains. Fig. 3 shows 5 compositions examined in this modulated ρ window study of BSM/SDPC/POPC/Chol. Points (a–c) in Fig. 3 are on a tieline at lower xCHOL values and points (e–d) are on a tieline at higher xCHOL values. We define the ρ window as bounded by two ρ values at which 50% of observed morphologies are modulated. For a tieline located just above the three-phase coexistence region, points a–c, modulated phases were observed over the range 0.75 < ρ < 0.90 (point a: Fig. S5, top panel a); and over the range 0.64 < ρ < 0.90 (points b and c: Fig. 3, panels b and c). At a higher cholesterol tieline, where the compositions of the coexisting phases are closer and phase properties likely to be more similar, a very similar modulated phase window of 0.68 < ρ < 0.84 was observed (Fig. S5, panels d and e). Thin Ld stripes with Lo being the percolating phase were prevalent in compositions toward higher Lo fractions, points (c) and (d), consistent with the Lever Rule and previous observations in DSPC-containing mixtures [79].

3.2.4 critical point investigation and percolation map

The critical point was experimentally found by determining the continuous or “percolating” phase as a function of composition to obtain a percolation map (Fig. 2). The critical point is at BSM/SDPC/Chol = 0.28/0.39/0.33 (Fig. 2), where Ld phase becomes indistinguishable from Lo phase. With GUV imaging, large domain fluctuations were observed for compositions near this critical point.

4. Discussion

4.1. Description of ternary phase diagram

Fig. 4 shows the BSM/SDPC/Chol phase diagram, with boundaries obtained by combining FRET trajectories and imaging of GUVs made by gentle hydration. We describe below the individual phase regions. BSM/SDPC/Chol is a Type II diagram, with three regions of macroscopic phase separation: Ld + Lo, Ld + Lo + L‡, and Ld + L‡.

4.2. Phase regions

4.2.1. Liquid + gel coexistence, Ld + L‡ (β ′)

The upper boundary of the Ld + L‡ (β ′) region is a line that is also the lower boundary of the 3-phase coexistence region Ld + Lo + L‡. The LHS boundary at xCHOL = 0 of this region indicates the maximum solubility of BSM in SDPC-rich Ld to be ρBSM = 0.12. The RHS boundary of Ld + L‡ (β ′) is approximated by extrapolating the measured RHS of the Ld + Lo + L‡ region to xCHOL = 0, and shows that SDPC is rather insoluble in the BSM-rich L‡ phase, with ρSDPC = 0.05 without cholesterol, similar to the boundary reported by Petruzziello et al. for BSM/DOPC. The maximum solubility of cholesterol in the BSM-rich L‡ phase is at xCHOL = 0.16. This maximum cholesterol solubility in L‡ is the same as for the similar mixtures BSM/DOPC/Chol and BSM/POPC/Chol [30], as well as for other mixtures of DSPC/DOPC/Chol, DSPC/POPC/Chol [28], and DPPC/DLPC/Chol [25]. Note that xCHOL = 0.16 corresponds closely to each cholesterol being surrounded by a single shell of 6 phospholipid neighbors, with the clear implication that this solid phase cannot accommodate any higher fraction of cholesterol.
4.2.2 Gel \( \beta(\beta') \)

The pure hydrated lipid BSM at room temperature is a solid with tilted chains, \( \beta' \), as found for DPPC. Addition of cholesterol causes the chain tilt to disappear but without the formation of a coexisting phase [95]. This gel region \( \beta(\beta') \) is bounded at \( \chi_{SDPC} \approx -0.05 \), \( \chi_{CHOL} \approx -0.17 \).

4.2.3 Liquid-ordered + gel coexistence, \( Lo + \beta \)

These boundaries were chosen to be in agreement with Schreinemakers’ Rules [96], and so are only estimates. This almost rectangular region has one edge along the BSM/Chol binary axis from \( \chi_{CHOL} \approx 0.17 \) – 0.34. Along this axis, we found in an earlier study that \( \beta \) transitions to \( Lo \) with increasing cholesterol fraction as a continuous phase change [95].

4.2.4 3-Phase coexistence, \( Ld + Lo + \beta \)

GUV data and FRET data for trajectory T1 (Fig. 1A and B) were used to determine the LHS and RHS boundaries of this region. We started from the previously determined phase diagram for BSM/DOPC/Chol to guide the choice of trajectory T1, which shows the appearance of \( Lo \) at the point \( \chi_{CHOL} \approx 0.08 \), \( \chi_{BSM} \approx 0.22 \), and the appearance of \( Ld \) at \( \chi_{CHOL} \approx 0.32 \), \( \chi_{BSM} \approx 0.62 \) for the RHS (Fig. 3B). The solubility of BSM in \( Ld \) mixtures with SDPC/Chol, POPC/Chol and DOPC/Chol is essentially the same, and that is also the case for the \( Lo \) mixtures: the upper and lower boundaries of the three phase region are nearly independent of the type of low-Tm lipid. The upper and lower boundaries of the \( Ld + Lo + \beta \) region are useful because they are thermodynamic tie lines. The BSM/DOPC/Chol tie line reported previously by Petruzielo et al. is essentially identical to that for the stearoyl-SM mixture SSM/DOPC/Chol studied by Farkas and Webb, who used both polarization imaging of GUVs and mass spectrometry on phase patches excised from GUVs [97].
4.2.5. Liquid–liquid coexistence, Ld + Lo

Contrary to published reports, we find that SDPC mixes about as well with BSM and Chol as do DOPC and POPC (although we have not examined compositions having $\chi_{\text{CHOL}} > 0.5$). Note that these observations involve comparison with both macroscopic mixtures BSM/DOPC/Chol and nanoscopic mixtures BSM/POPC/Chol. The upper BSM/SDPC/Chol boundary has a maximum $\chi_{\text{CHOL}} \sim 0.37$, found from GUV imaging (Fig. 2) and from FRET experiments using the donor/acceptor pair DHE/BoDIPY-PC (data not shown). Similarly, the upper Ld + Lo boundary in BSM systems for both DOPC and POPC mixtures terminates at $\chi_{\text{CHOL}} \sim 0.40$ at $25^\circ C$ [30]. Thus we observe that SDPC has similar miscibility gaps in mixtures with cholesterol and BSM, compared to mixtures with DOPC or POPC with BSM and cholesterol. As discussed in the Introduction, many previous studies indicated poor mixing of DHA-containing lipids with Chol. Thus, we expected to see a larger region of immiscibility in the BSM/SDPC/Chol system. A recent study [66] shows that the solubility of a DHA-containing lipid in mixtures with SM/Chol depended on whether the glycerophospholipid was PC or PE. Solid state 2H NMR studies on PSM/PDPE-d$_{31}$/Chol = 1/1/1 showed that PE with a DHA chain separates from regions enriched in PSM and cholesterol [66]. In contrast, 2H NMR spectra for PSM/PDPC-d$_{31}$/Chol = 1/1/1 showed that PC with a DHA chain is more miscible in PSM-rich/sterol-rich domains.

4.3. Region of modulated phase domains

The size and the morphology of phase domains can be controlled by the composition and type of low-Tm lipid in mixtures with cholesterol and high-Tm lipids such as DSPC, SM or DPPC. There are 3 regimes of different morphology within the Ld + Lo liquid–liquid coexistence region of GUVs: uniform (nanoscopic), modulated, and macroscopic domains. The first experiments to address morphology changes in the Ld + Lo region examined a trajectory joining two ternary systems in the Ld + Lo region of DSPC/DOPC/Chol and DSPC/POPC/Chol [78,79]. Spatially modulated domain features were obtained for sample compositions in the range $0.15 < \rho < 0.35$, whereas for $\rho > 0.35$, large round, macroscopic domains were observed [78,79]. When line tension dominates over other interactions that depend on domain size, coexisting liquid phases round up into large circular domains to minimize their perimeter. This simple morphology can be modulated when interactions of sufficient magnitude compete with line tension, so that patterns appear—a maze of stripes, tiny round domains, curved lines, and branched lines [80].

In BSM/SDPC/POPC/Chol we observed $\rho$ windows of $0.65 < \rho < 0.90$ for the five compositions examined (Fig. 55 and Section S.4), which means a much higher fraction of SDPC than the fraction of DOPC in the previously described systems [78,80]. In other words, to create modulated phases, a much higher fraction of the mixture needs to be the macroscopic-inducing SDPC, compared with other macroscopic-inducing lipids such as DOPC or DiPhyt-PC. With DSPC/DOPC/POPC/Chol, only ~15% replacement of POPC by DOPC is needed to detect modulated morphology, and with 30% replacement DOPC macroscopic phases are predominant. In this current study we find that a much

---

**Fig. 3.** Modulated phase patterns are observed. Phase diagram on the left shows compositions examined for BSM/(SDPC + POPC)/Chol: 0.39/0.39/0.22 (a); 0.44/0.30/0.26 (b); 0.50/0.20/0.30 (c); 0.61/0.26/0.33 (d); 0.35/0.35/0.30 (e). Right set of images shows progression of morphologies from uniform to modulated to round macroscopic domains for composition c. Images are contrast and brightness enhanced. GUVs appeared uniform before the onset of modulated phases at $\rho \sim 0.64$, and showed macroscopic round domains at $\rho > 0.90$. The graph shows % of modulated morphologies at each $\rho$ value for point c. Composite GUV images were obtained by combining slices along a z stack series. At each composition $\rho$ slices share common Chol and BSM endpoints, with varying $\rho$. 12:0-Dil at 0.011 mol% partitions into Ld. Temperature = 23 °C. Scale bar = 10 μm.

**Fig. 4.** Phase diagram of BSM/SDPC/Chol obtained by FRET and by microscopy imaging on GUVs made by the gentle hydration method, all at 23 °C. Solid lines show measured phase boundaries, dashed lines boundaries that are putative or extrapolated. No measurements were made to determine any phase boundaries above $\chi_{\text{CHOL}} = 0.5$. Solid state 2H NMR studies on PSM/PDPE-d$_{31}$/Chol = 1/1/1 showed that PE with a DHA chain separates from regions enriched in PSM and cholesterol [66]. In contrast, 2H NMR spectra for PSM/PDPC-d$_{31}$/Chol = 1/1/1 showed that PC with a DHA chain is more miscible in PSM-rich/sterol-rich domains.
higher ~70% replacement of POPC by SDPC is needed to induce modulated phases, with macroscopic morphology becoming predominant only at ~95% SDPC. These observations have implications for cell membranes, pointing to significant differences in compositional regimes where cells could abruptly change size and connectivity of membrane domains depending on the nature of the low melting lipids.

4.4. Critical point investigation

Locating the critical point can be useful [98–100]. Both Type II and Type I phase diagrams have the same form: a central three phase region joining three two phase regions. For both types of phase diagrams, the Ld + Lo region terminates in a critical point. In this study we show the joining three two phase regions. For both types of phase diagrams, the Type I phase diagrams have the same form: a central three phase region depending on the nature of the low melting lipids.

4.5. Comparison of boundaries obtained by electroswelling and by gentle hydration

We began studies of the BSM/SDPC/Chol mixture by preparing GUVs using the method of electroswelling. However, we learned that GUVs made by electroswelling showed macroscopic phase separation for Ld + Lo, Ld + Lo + Lβ, and Ld + Lβ phases, consistent with GUVs made by gentle hydration, except that the boundaries are artifactually expanded. Note that the RHS of the Ld + Lβ coexistence region cannot be well determined by GUV imaging due to the difficulty of preparing GUVs with a high mole fraction of BSM, as shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 superimposes boundary compositions obtained by electroswelling (heavy dark lines) over the phase boundaries obtained by FRET and GUVs made by gentle hydration (lighter lines). Electroswelling significantly expands the miscibility gap. Note that regions of liquid–liquid coexistence (Ld + Lo and Ld + Lo + Lβ) are the ones susceptible the most to this artifactual expansion. In contrast, the Ld + Lβ boundaries are more in agreement with those from gentle hydration and FRET data, however this region still shows expanded LHS boundaries.

5. Summary

1. We determined the first phase diagram (BSM/SDPC/Chol) that models an animal cell plasma membrane and includes a PUFA-containing lipid, SDPC.

2. The phase diagram is a Type II mixture, that is, having three macroscopic phase separation regions Ld + Lo; Ld + Lo + Lβ; and Ld + Lβ.

3. Compared to phase diagrams of BSM/cholesterol with either DOPC or with POPC, BSM/SDPC/Chol shows very similar regions of immiscibility. This was an unexpected result, as it is often thought that PUFA-containing lipids mix especially poorly with BSM/Chol domains.

4. SDPC is a naturally abundant lipid that yields macroscopic domains in mixtures with BSM and Chol. However, it requires only a small fraction of POPC, ~30 mol%, to yield nanoscopic Ld + Lo domains.

5. Precautions of reduced oxygen levels, low light exposure, and avoidance of electrolysis artifacts during sample preparations with SDPC by use of gentle hydration and RSE were necessary to avoid PUFA breakdown.
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